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(50)  3.8” White, adhesive backed, five
 pointed stars  (54 in Kit)


(63)    11” Blue Balloons
(87)    11” White Balloons
(104)  11” Red Balloons
(2) Covered base plates with


flanges & 1/2” threaded pipe
(12” to 18” long)


(2) 7’ Pieces of 3/4” thin wall (200
psi) PVC


(1) 8” Diameter balloon template
(1) Electric air inflator


Visit  http://www.rouseinternational.com   or   http://facebook.com/RouseMatrixPage  for more ideas
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(1 )  RMS™ Builder Flag Matrix
(Included in Flag Kit)


Materials List


Banner  Idea !
You can make a smaller flag
(6’ x 3.25’) with 1 RMS™
Banner Kit and the same
number of balloons 
(just smaller). Use 5” balloons
inflated 4” instead of 8”.


(1) Inflate and size balloons to 8”
d iameter  wi th template.


(2) Load balloons in stars & stripes
pattern shown in photo above.


(3) Stick adhesive backed stars to
blue balloons in pattern  shown.


(4) Cable tie two PVC pipes to back
of Flag about one foot from ends
of flag.


(5) Set PVC over threaded pipes
in the bases.


Assembly Steps


American  Flag
12’ by 6.5’


flags come with the Kit
version of the flag.  If you
need stars, you may order
them from Rouse International
http:www.rouseinternational.com


(7) The tabs on the top and bottom
of the flag may be trimed to
make them less visible.


(8) A little spray paint can be useful
to color the exposed matrix to
match balloons.


(9)
Visit this web site for more ideas
 http://RouseInternational.com.


(1) Curve the flag as shown to add
strength to the display.


(2) You may hang the 3 lb. flag
instead of using the base plate
and pipes.


(3) Push a row of balloons out of
their holes temporarily to fold
the flag for transport.


(4) Pack the folded flag in a plastic
bag for storage and transport.


(5) The background stars on this
page are the right size to use
on the flag.


(6) Peel & stick stars for your


Tips & Notes


U S A  Flag 12’ x 6.5’ for (254) 11” balloons
in One-Piece RMS Flag Matrix


(10)    Review basic Builder
          instructions with Matrix.


Builder Version (12’ x 6.5’) of the Flag is shown above.


Expand and Load RMS
One-Piece Flag Matrix to
get the layout to the right.
Use the photo above as your
layout guide, but your design
will be one balloon shorter
(20 balloons long instead of
21).  You will leave out one
red balloon on the red rows
and one white balloon on
the white rows.


[Refer to enclosed Builder
instructions for loading. But, 
there are no connector tabs.]
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TIP:  Use  RMS™ Honeycomb Graph Paper to lay out your designs and build scale models to test your ideas.


TIPS:  Load the Matrix  on a firm, flat surface.   .


TIP:  The best balloon inflation size can vary depending on softness and slickness of balloons.  Test for best results.
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Matrix panels may
connect one above
the other.  


Matrix panels may
connect side to
side.  


Wrap tabs to connect
Matrix panels.


Trim excess balloon
necks or tie them in 
additional very loose
knot. 


Tie balloons in very
tight pairs.


Balloons may be 
loaded in singles, but


[“PANELS”]  Single sections of RMS   frameworks are “MatrixPanels”.  When filled with balloons they are often called “Balloon Panels”.


[“HONEYCOMB or HONEY”] refers to the hexagon grid pattern of many RMS   frameworks. They mimic the honeycomb pattern of bee hives”.


Subscribe to FREE, “RouseABOUT   ” online balloon decorating ideas & instructions:  http:www.rouseinternational.com/ra


Unfold Matrix Panels


Lay  out  Matrix panels 
in front of you with the
upper left hand corner
turned as shown above. 


Stretch Matrix 
straight UP.


Cut off or pull off the 
Carrier Tabs around the
notched connector tabs.
. 


Notice the slightly
sticky, non toxic, wax
coating.  This coating
helps to hold balloons
in place once they are
loaded into the Matrix
framework.


Pull apart.Bend up & down on 
both sides


3
Roll balloons into 
place with the dark 
spot on the tops of 
the balloons pressed 
against the Matrix 
and the necks of 
both balloons 
pressed against the 
strap between the 
balloons.   


Equal portions of 
each balloon should 
be above and below 
the Matrix straps.


If some openings stay closed then:


TIP:  It is usually helpful to clamp or otherwise attach the Matrix framework to the table while you load balloons. 
           
TIP:  You may orient your Matrix for loading as shown in “ORIENTATION #1” or “ORIENTATION #2 above. Just be 
         sure to match the orientation of your graph paper plan to the orientation of your Matrix before you load .


LOAD
BALLOONS


Size balloons
8” diameter


Inflate &
squeeze balloons


RMS G4 Builder 
Panels come with a 
non-toxic,sticky, wax 
coating to help hold 
balloons in place . Lay  out  Builder Panels 


in front of you with the
         cut out in the 
upper, left hand corner.


Join Builder Panels one above the other.





